
COLEUS ROSE: 

INTRODUCTIONS; 
Coleus is probably one of the easiest plants to grow and propagate. In fact, the plants 

root so easily that you can even start cuttings in a glass of water. They can also be 

propagated by seed indoors about eight to ten weeks prior to your last expected spring 

fros. 

When growing coleus, keep in mind that these beauties can grow rapidly. Plant coleus 

close together as bedding plants or tuck them into baskets and containers for a fast 

growing and spectacular addition. 

CARE INSTRUCTIONS: 
Caring for coleus is just as easy. They need to be kept moist, especially newly planted 

coleus. Container plants also require more frequent watering than those grown in the 

garden. Although it’s not required, the plants can be given a boost of half-strength 

liquid fertilizer during their active growth in spring and summer. 

Their spiked flowers usually appear in summer; however, these can be removed if 

desired. You can also pinch the shoots of young coleus plants to produce bushier 

growth. 

 
SUNLIGHT: 
Coleus is a classic part-shade to full-shade plant, but light exposure 
depends on the variety. The old-fashioned seed-grown coleus does 

best in part shade to full shade. 

Plants grown in containers indoors usually get plenty of light from 
indirect sun during the warmer (brighter) months but may need to be 

exposed to filtered sunlight during the winter. It doesn't take much, 

but they do need some light. 
TEMPERATURE: 
Warm temperatures are preferable for your Kong Rose Coleus plant, but they can thrive 
in a temperature range of 55-90 degrees. 
 

WATERING: 
Remember, soil moisture is one of the most important factors for growing this Coleus 
plant. Water your plant when the soil’s surface is dry about one inch down during the 
spring to fall. 
Coleus in containers may need watering twice a day during hot weather. Outdoor 
containers may require water twice a day. Indoor plants need water only once every two 
or three days, or a bit more if you live in a dry climate. 

https://www.thespruce.com/plants-that-grow-in-full-shade-4767389


 

 

 

 

 

 


